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Implication of geometrical aspects in Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya 

 

Vrinda PM 

 

Kerala mathematics became a well developed branch of knowledge system during 14
th

 century. 

The novel approach put forth by the Kerala mathematicians have got special attention among the 

scholars all over the world. Among those, geometrical treatment of algebraical identities has 

much significance. The fact is that the Kerala mathematicians arrived at the results with the help 

of geometry. Thus a beautiful blend of geometry and algebra can be seen in the mathematical 

texts like Ëryabha¶¢yabh¡Àya of N¢laka¸¶ha Somay¡jin, Siddh¡ntadarpa¸a of N¢laka¸¶ha 

Somay¡jin, Yuktibh¡À¡ of JyeÀ¶hadeva and Kriy¡kramakar¢ commentary of L¢l¡vat¢ by 

áa´kara V¡riyar and N¡r¡ya¸an Namp£tiri. This paper tries to mark this geometrical feature of 

Kerala mathematics by analyzing Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya in the above mentioned texts. 

 

Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya 

Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya deals with the measurement of the sides and the hypotenuse of a right-

angled triangle. If a and b are the two sides of a right –angled triangle, then the third side ‘c’ i.e, 

hypotenuse can be found out as c=square root of (a
2 

+b
2
) using modern notations. From the 

period of áulbas£tra itself, ancient Indians had often made the discussions on the relation 

between the sides and the diagonal of right angled figures. Later on, one of the medieval Indian 

mathematical texts like L¢l¡vat¢ of Bh¡skara II simply presents this idea in the KÀetravyavah¡ra.  

 

<¹]õÉnÂù ¤ÉÉ½þÉäªÉÇ: ºªÉÉnÂù iÉiºÉ¨ÉÊiÉªÉÇMÉÂ Ênù¶ÉÒiÉ®úÉä ¤ÉÉ½Öþ:* 

jªÉ¸Éä SÉiÉÖ®ú¸Éä ´ÉÉ ºÉÉ EòÉäÊ]õ: EòÒÌiÉiÉÉ iÉVYÉè:**135** 

iÉiEÞòiªÉÉäªÉÉæMÉ{ÉnÆù EòhÉÉæ, nùÉä:EòhÉÇ´ÉMÉÇªÉÉäÊ´ÇÉ´É®úÉiÉÂ* 

¨ÉÚ±ÉÆ EòÉäÊ]õ:, EòÉäÊ]¸ÉÖÊiÉEÞòiªÉÉä®úxiÉ®úÉiÉÂ {ÉnÆù ¤ÉÉ½Öþ:**136** 
1
 

 

[In right-angled triangle, one of the sides is called base and the side perpendicular to it is called 

the altitude. The same terminology holds for a rectangle. 

In a right-angled triangle, square root of the sum of the squares of the base and the altitude is the 

base and the altitude is the hypotenuse and the square root of the difference between square of 

the hypotenuse and the base (resp. altitude) is the altitude (resp. base) 
2
. 

But the Indian mathematicians upto Bh¡skara II did not discuss the proofs of these s£tras. Later 

on, by studying the Keralite texts, one can seen the detailed proofs of this. 

 

Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya in Siddh¡ntadarpa¸a 

N¢laka¸¶ha Somay¡jin from ár¢ku¸dapura (now it is known as T¤kka¸tiy£r near Tirur in 

Malappuram District) is the author of the astronomical text Siddh¡ntadarpa¸a.  

                                                            
1
 L¢l¡vat¢ of Bh¡skar¡c¡rya with Kriy¡kramakar¢ of áa´kara and N¡r¡ya¸a, (Ed.) K.V. Sarma, p.277.  

2 L¢l¡vat¢ of Bh¡skar¡c¡rya- A treatise of Mathematics of vedic tradition, (Trans.) Krishnaji Patwardhan and et.al, 

pp.113-114. 
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He has also written a commentary on Siddh¡ntadarpa¸a. It is 

written in prosaic style. The editor of Siddh¡ntadarpa¸a, 

K.V.Sarma points out that N¢laka¸¶ha’s discursions are often 

highly instructive. 
3

He also cites the explanation of 

Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya as an instance to show its instructive 

nature. 

N¢laka¸¶ha Somay¡jin clearly interprets how the sides of the 

resulting geometrical figure obtained from taking two squares 

of having lengths equal to bhuja and ko¶i respectively, will be 

equal to the desired kar¸a i.e hypotenuse. 

1. Place the bhuja square (small square) adjacent to the ko¶i 

square in such a way that their corners coincide as in fig 1. 

 

 
 

Fig 1 

 

[ABCG= bhuja square and CDEF= ko¶i square] 

Then BD= bhuja+ ko¶i, EF=CD=ko¶i, AG=AB= bhuja and 

FG=ko¶i- bhuja 

Thus there are six paryantabh¡gas for the resuting figure. (B´ÉÆ SÉ 

{ÉªÉÇxiÉ¦ÉÉMÉÉ: ¹ÉÉäføÉ Ê´É¦ÉHòÉ: ºªÉÖ:*)
4
 

2. Mark a point on the large square at distance equal to the 

difference of ko¶i and bhuja. The other sides are equal to 

bhuja and ko¶i. This larger square can be cut along this 

mark, we get one rectangle of length ‘ko¶i’ and breadth 

‘bhuja’.(Fig 2) 

 

 
 

Fig 2 

 

The remaining two sides are of lengths equal to ko¶i, two are of 

lengths equal to bhuja and the other two of lengths of the 

difference between ko¶i and bhuja.  

¨É½þSSÉiÉÖ®ú¸ÉÆ ±ÉÉ\UôxÉ¨ÉÉMÉæhÉ ÊUôxtÉiÉÂ* iÉnùÉ iÉnùÉªÉiÉSÉiÉÖ®ú¸ÉnùÉä:ºÉ¨ÉÊ´ÉºiÉÉ®Æ 

EòÉäÊ]õºÉ¨ÉÉªÉÉ¨ÉÆ SÉ, <iÉ®ºªÉ JÉhbºªÉÉ¸Éä uäù EòÉäÊ]EòÉäÊ]õõiÉÖ±ªÉä, uäù SÉiÉÖ®ú¸ÉiÉÖ±ªÉä, +xªÉä 

nùÉä:EòÉä]õ¬xiÉ®úiÉÖ±ªÉä*
5
 

3. Cut it from the top, then a square of lengths equal to the 

difference between ko¶i and bhuja and another rectangle 

of length equals to ko¶i and breadth equals to bhuja are 

obtained. 

                                                            
3 Siddh¡ntadarpa¸a of N¢laka¸¶ha Somay¡ji with auto-commentary, (Ed.)K.V.Sarma,p.xii. 
4 ibid.,p.23. 
5 idem. 

4. Cut those rectangles diagonally will give four triangles. 

Place them in such a way that the kar¸as of the figure 

outside. Lastly, fill the gap by the square having the length 

of the difference between ko¶i and bhuja. 

 

Similar type of explanation is given in the Ëryabha¶¢yabh¡Àya 

of N¢laka¸¶ha Somay¡jin. It is quoted by him in the work 

Siddh¡ntadarpa¸a. He also explains the case of two squares in 

equal dimension.
6
 

 

Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya in Yuktibh¡À¡ 

Yuktibh¡À¡ uktibh¡À¡ of JyeÀ¶hadeva is a keralite 

mathematical text written in 17
th

 century A.D. It is considered 

as the first text written in old Malayalam language. In 

Yuktibh¡À¡, Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya is explained during the 

discussion of paridhi-vy¡saprakara¸a. i.e the relationship 

between circumference and diameter of a circle. For this, first 

the author of Yuktibh¡À¡ illustrates the basic rule “the square 

of the bhuja and ko¶i will give the square of the kar¸a.” 

Algebraically, it can be written as bhuja
2
+ ko¶i

2
= kar¸a

2
.Here 

Yuktibh¡À¡ describes this in geometrical way.
7
 

1. Consider two squares having the length of ko¶i and bhuja 

respectively. (For convenience, take the lengths as ‘a’ and 

‘b’) 

2. Join these two squares as in fig 3. 

 

 
 

Fig 3 

 

ABGF is the bhujakÀetra of side ‘a’ and BCDE is the 

ko¶ikÀetra. Then the western side of the square ABCG will 

remain as vacant. 

3. Mark a point ‘O’ which is equal to the length ‘a’ from B. 

Then the length OD is found to be ‘a’.(fig4) 

 

 
 

Fig 4 

 

4. Then from the point O, draw OG and OD. 

5. Cut the triangles OAG and OCD and join as shown in fig 

5. 

                                                            
6
 ibid., p.24. 

7 Yuktibh¡À¡ (Part I),(Ed.)Ramavarma Maru Tampuran and A.R.Akhileswara Iyer,pp.62-64. 
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Fig 5 

 

The new figure will be a square OACD. Thus it is proved that 

the side of the new square is equal to the sum to the squares of 

bhuja and ko¶i. 

 

Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya in Kriy¡kramakar¢ 

Kriy¡kramakar¢ is a Keralite Sanskrit commentary on the 

L¢l¡vat¢ of Bh¡skaraII. Its first 199 verses is commented by 

áa´kara V¡riyar of T¤kku¶aveli (now it is known by the name 

T¤kka¶¢ri near Ottappalam) and completed by N¡r¡ya¸an 

Namp£tiri of MahiÀama´galam. It is one of the elaborate 

exposition on the text L¢l¡vat¢. áa´kara V¡riyar strictly 

follows the geometrical tradition of Kerala School of 

mathematics. 

In Kriy¡kramakar¢, áa´kara V¡riyar explains the geometrical 

aspect of Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya in verses. He has written 

almost sixty verses to describe the geometrical treatment. He 

demonstrates the Bhujako¶ikar¸any¡ya in two ways. 

 

First method 

1. Consider two squares of sides ‘a’ as in fig6. 

 

 
 

Fig 6 

 

2. Cut PQRS diagonally, we get four equilateral triangles. 

(fig7) 

 

 
 

Fig 7 

 

3. Place each of them on the sides of the square ABCD. 

(fig8) 

 
 

Fig 8 

 

The length of the new square EFGH is equal to the length of 

the diagonal PR and QS.
8

 This is very similar to the 

explanation in Siddh¡ntadarpa¸a. 

 

Second method 

1. Let ABCD and MNOP be the two squares of lengths 

equals to Ko¶i ‘a’ and bhuja ‘b’ (fig9). 

2. Join these two squares and mark a point ‘Q’ equal to the 

length of the bhuja ‘b’ from the ko¶i square. 

 

 
 

Fig 9 

 

3. Cut along the dotted portion, we obtain two triangles and 

arrage them as shown in fig 11. 

 

 
 

Fig 10 

 

This will be a square of length equals to hypotenuse. This 

method is also explained inYuktibh¡À¡.  

 

Conclusion 

From the above cited examples, one can infer that Kerala 

School of mathematics definitely follows the way of 

                                                            
8  L¢l¡vat¢ of Bh¡skar¡c¡rya with Kriy¡kramakar¢ of áa´kara and N¡r¡ya¸a,(Ed.) 

K.V.Sarma,p.281. 
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expressing the mathematical results using geometrical 

approaches. N¢laka¸¶ha Somay¡ji, one of the leading 

mathematicians of the Kerala school, frame a firm basis to this 

view through his works Ëryabha¶¢yabh¡Àya and 

Siddh¡ntadarpa¸a. He says that BiÉiºÉ´ÉÈ ªÉÖÊHò¨ÉÚ±É¨Éä´É, xÉ i´ÉÉMÉ¨É¨ÉÚ±É¨ÉÂ
9
. 

And also the disciples of N¢laka¸¶ha like JyeÀ¶h¡deva and 

áa´kara V¡riyar tries to keep the tradition in a wider sense. 
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